ASSIGNMENT

writing and citation fully
Scientific conventions of
Used formal language.

spelling, & p
wraps up the main ideas of
specific or working

use of subheadings and
Structural organisation=15%

Are alternative ideas

Are alternative ideas
presented and refuted?

Do statements and claims
have a logical progression?

Are statements and claims
clearly focused on identified
problems and issues?

Are statements and claims
clearly stated?

Language used is formal and uses
normal scientific conventions; units of
measurement and citations are correctly
prepared.

Language used is mostly
typical and uses normal
scientific conventions; units of
measurement and citations are correctly
prepared. Some sections need revision but
no more than 25%.

About half of the answer
is correctly prepared with
respect to language used and
adherence to normal scientific
conventions; units of
measurement and citations are correctly
prepared.

There are one or two
sentences that are short and
direct with only a single idea
contained in them.

There are one or two
sentences that are correctly
prepared, but do not
provide an adequate
summarization.

A maximum of two statements
or claims are well expressed.
Other statements and claims
are ambiguously expressed.

About half of the statements
and claims are clearly stated
or unambiguously stated. About
half the statements and
claims are poorly stated or
ambiguously expressed.

About half of the statements
and claims are clearly stated
or focused on (an) identified
issue(s) but the majority do not
relate to the identified
issue(s) at all.

A few statements and claims
are focused on (an) identified
issue(s) or to the central theme
of the argument.

All statements and claims
are clearly stated and
focused to the identified
issue(s) or the central theme
of the argument.

All statements and claims
are correctly prepared.

An introduction has clearly
provided a reasonable idea of
alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

The author has provided only
a sentence or two on
debate of alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

The introduction
provides a reasonable idea of
alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

Does the author provide
comprehensive
debate on alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline?

The author has provided only
a sentence or two on
debate of alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

The author has provided only
a sentence or two on
debate of alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

The introduction
provides a reasonable idea of
alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline.

Does the author provide comprehensive
debate on alternatives to the
mainstream thinking in
this field/discipline?
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